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Farwell 
The Farwell has plus sized 2.8” tires for ultimate mountain bike 
versatility. With a 120mm fork, short chain stays and relaxed head 
angle it rips single-track and flies down flow trails. Adaptable, the 
Farwell is capable of switching from 27.5+” to a 29” wheel to go 
from fun trail bike to a fast cross country machine. The build is 
purposeful: long top tube, short stem, boost 148 x 12 with thru-axle, 
and internal dropper post for great fit, feel and handling. 

New

Baxter
The Baxter is designed from the ground up for adventure. The Baxter 
is a multitalented handbuilt ti machine suited for either drop or 
straight bars and compatible with a rigid or 100mm suspension fork. 
The frame optimizes features from both the gravel road and mountain 
bike worlds. Like its namesake, Moots’ resident Chocolate Lab, 
Baxter will be your loyal cycling pal for life. Suggested tire: 29” x 
2.0”/ max tire 2.25”.
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Vamoots Disc RSL
The Vamoots Disc RSL is durable, lightweight, stiff, and sleek 
designed for pure road performance with modern disc brakes. The 
frame features state-of-the-art 3D printing technology to integrate a 
3D-printed dropout that ties in the new flat mount disc bake mount, 
an internal electronic wire “tunnel” and a 142 x 12 thru-axle 
providing increased stiffness for quick acceleration, tight handling, 
and a smooth balanced ride.

New



Psychlo X RSL now with Flat Mount 
Our flagship cyclocross crusader will now come standard with thru-axle 
and a flat mount 3D printed dropout along with an integrated 
electronic wire “tunnel” in the chain stay. Bringing the disc caliper 
inside the rear triangle provides a clean appearance and continues the 
smooth line of the frame. Mr. Moots is printed on the dropout for an 
unmistakable look.
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Finishes and Decal Colors
With the introduction of the polished and blasted finish option, there are more 
ways than ever before to customize a Moots frame. Available on all Moots models 
and during the frame refinish process, this multi-step approach ultimately brings a 
chrome-like surface appearance on the frame where decals would normally be 
located. Additional finish options include: polished with engraved head tube, 
etched with or without engraved head tube, classic satin bead blast, and paint 
ready. New decal color options include solid green, red, or blue which can be 
matched with anodized seat collars, stem face plates and seat post side plates. 
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35th Anniversary
We’re celebrating building the best bikes and 
components from our Steamboat Springs, CO 
World Headquarters since 1981 with our 35th 
Anniversary Vamoots RSL Limited Edition 
complete bike, 35th premium Vermarc kit and 
color-matched Giro shoes and gloves.   
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